
We make 
homes simple to use

Tecport are market leaders of a new generation of
home automation. We offer a simple, affordable and smart solution

to a complex and luxurious industry.
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WHAT YOU MUST KNOW 
WHEN LOOKING AT HOME 

AUTOMATION...

Tecport utilises Zennio KNX 
based technology, the world-wide 

standard for home and building 
control, supported by over 400+ 

manufacturers.

Most automation systems are 
proprietary, locking you into a 

single vendor, limiting the level of 
integration. If your vendor was to 

cease manufacture of the system you 
bought, would you be left with a house 

full of unsupported technology?

While a proprietary vendor has  
a single solution, KNX vendors  

have hundreds.

KNX is an open fully scalable 
automation solution, allowing for  

a high level of integration resulting  
in energy cost savings, convenience 

and simplicity that enhance your 
quality of life.

By choosing KNX your investment is 
protected, it allows products of  

today to easily integrate with products 
and technology of tomorrow.

Zennio is based in Europe, 
manufacturing high quality automation 

components. With a diverse range 
of products from motion sensors 

through to air conditioning and even 
underfloor heating controllers.

Zennio are one of the few KNX 
manufacturers that offer a total 

solution. Functionality, reliability 
and ease of use is at the heart of the 

Zennio product range.

Eve Remote puts your home in the 
palm of your hand. Combining all 

your technology into one powerful 
yet simple to use sleek and stylish 

interface. Eve is designed and 
manufactured in Europe. The lightning 
fast speed of Eve will impress, giving 
you an instant feeling of control. It 
delivers the results that you would 

expect from a remote control solution.

Home Automation Features

Cameras/Security
Feel safe with Tecport .Your 
family’s safety is number one and 
security is something that most 
people consider in their new home. 
Use our wall touch panel or your 
phone to arm or disarm your home 
security. Get a notification on your 
phone if you have left a door open. 
View your cameras if there has 
been a disturbance… .

Entertainment
Cinema and multiroom audio is a 
nice feature in your new home. Let 
Tecport tailor a solution to your 
budget allowing for ease of use 
and ultimate flexibility. Use our 
wall touch panel or your phone 
to control music throughout your 
home. From online international 
radio stations to local content or 
just watching Netflix in your home 
cinema, all is possible with Tecport.

Lighting
Great lighting makes a great home. 
Our automated lighting control 
offers an eco-friendly solution 
providing savings, ambience and 
style. Our movement sensors 
can control lighting triggered by 
movement and light. When leaving 
your home just the touch of one 
button is all it takes to switch off 
the entire home.

Climate Control
Climate is an essential feature. Our 
light switches contain temperature 
sensors allowing the system to 
know temperatures of each room 
within the home. Having this 
information allows for ultimate 
distribution of heating and 
cooling where needed. Due to KNX 
technology all the major brands are 
supported eg. Daikin, Mitsubishi, 
Panasonic, etc.. Underfoor heating 
control is also simple to integrate, 
be it electric for a single bathroom 
or Hydronic for entire homes. 

Motorised Shading
Take it to the next step and 
automate your shading systems 
with Tecport. One press and all 
blinds are lowered giving you 
instant privacy or preventing your 
home heating up from the sun. 
High level windows which are 
difficult to access can easily be 
controlled and a weather station 
can be added to monitor wind and 
rain activity for external shading 
systems. Shading can include but 
is not limited to blinds, shutters, 
louvres, windows, folding arm 
awnings, ext café blinds.

Energy Management
Have you ever wanted to take 
maximum advantage of your solar 
system. Let Tecport manage your 
energy, it can bring on systems 
like pool heating or underfloor 
heating to take advantage or 
surplus generated energy instead 
of feeding it back to the grid. You 
can also check on your system to 
make sure it is performing to your 
expectations. It is all possible with 
Tecport.
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